WING - BALSA
TAPERS FROM 1/4 THICK AT ROOT
TO 1/16 THICK AT TIP
2 REQUIRED - 1 LH, 1 RH

FILLET - 1/16 BALSA
OUTER LINE IS SHAPE
INNER LINE IS BEVEL
2 REQUIRED

BALANCE OF FUSELAGE IS A BALSA STICK
1/4 X 3/8 X 13 INCHES LONG (SEE HIDDEN LINE)
DISTANCE FROM NOSE TO END OF STICK IS 4-1/2 INCHES

FUSELAGE
1/4 BALSA

FIN - 1/16 BALSA

STABILIZER - 1/16 BALSA

SAM CHAMPS LEGAL (1940) - BUILD ONE OR MORE WITH THE GRANDKIDS AND BRING THEM ALONG
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